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(4) Natural Nail Ridge Filler .5oz

(3) Mango Exfoliating Scrub 8.5oz

(4) Natural Nail Strengthener .5oz

(3) Mango Cleansing Gel 9oz,

(4) Chip Resistant Base Coat .5oz

(3) Mango Hand & Body Lotion 9oz

(4) Top Coat Color Sealer .5oz,
(4) Nail Dry Drops .5oz

(3) Mango Extreme Creme 8.5oz,

(4) Mango Magic Cuticle Oil .5oz
(3) Mango Mend 4.3oz
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(1) Mango Exfoliating Scrub 2.2oz, (1) Mango Cleansing Gel 2.2oz,
(1) Mango Extreme Creme 2.2oz, (1) Mango Mend .5oz,
(1) Mango Magic Cuticle Oil .13oz, (1) Travel Bag
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Hand & Body Care

(1) Mango Exfoliating Scrub 2.2oz, (1) Mango Cleansing Gel 2.2oz,
(1) Mango Hand & Body Lotion 2.2oz, (1) Lip Balm SPF 15 .15oz,
(1) Mango Magic Cuticle Oil .13oz, (1) Travel Bag
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(1) Mango Magic Cuticle Oil .13oz, (1) Lip Balm SPF 15 .15oz,
(1) Mango Hand & Body Lotion .5oz, (1) Mango Mend 4g,
(1) Orange Organza Bag
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A liquid antiseptic formula
that kills 99.9% of bacteria
causing germs within 15
seconds upon application
to the skin. Enriched with
Vitamin E and Mango
Extract to hydrate the skin
and leaving a cool, clean
feeling.
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Breaks down hardened
thick skin patches and
prepares the feet for
additional services. When
used in conjunction with a
foot file, dead skin is safely
removed and healthy new
skin is revealed.
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Daily lip protection with
sunscreen to protect
against the drying effects
from the sun, wind and
cold. Natural Mango
Extracts condition your
lips and helps to prevent
chapping and peeling – all
without any unpleasant
aftertaste.
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Exfoliate skin to its natural radiance
with our proven formula. Can be used
all over the body to gently scrub away
flakes and impurities while leaving skin
polished, smooth and conditioned.
Use before tanning beds and
self-tanning products for excellent,
non-streaking results.
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Revive rough, dry skin with our
lightweight, non-greasy lotion. A
unique blend of vitamins, humectants
and highly refined oils moisturize and
shield with a delicate balance and
aromatic serenity, renewing skin’s
natural radiance.
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Mend excessively dry skin with our
protective balm. Conditions and
seals in moisture, leaving skin healthy
and smooth. Apply overnight for a
more intensive treatment.

FORMULATED FOR DRY, CRACKED:

ELBOWS

KNEES
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Bathe skin in delicate, rich decadence
with our concentrated pearl formula
designed to cleanse skin of impurities
and excess oil. A refreshing blend of
extracts hydrates skin with Vitamin E to
form a light layer of protection.
Suitable for all skin types and can be
used in the shower or bath.
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Specially formulated with highly
refined oils and antioxidants, our
crème is rich, luxurious therapy for
excessively dry skin. Mango Extreme
Crème absorbs quickly and maintains
body’s natural moisture, leaving skin
soft and smooth to the touch.
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Offers a velvety smooth massage motion with Palm,
Sunflower & Jojoba Oils enhancing the massage
therapist feel on your overworked muscle groups.
Non-greasy and is easily worked into the skin
eliminating the need to shower or remove excess
cream.
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California Mango® Natural Nail
Ridge Filler targets ridged,
uneven nails and hides nail
imper fections immediately.
Primes and prepares the nail for
further treatments.

California Mango® Natural Nail
Strengthener is designed for thin,
weak nails prone to breaking
and/or
splitting.
Instantly
hardens the nail plate providing a
protective barrier.
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California Mango® Chip Resistant
Base Coat ensures nail color.
Adheres to natural or artificial
nails creating a transparent
barrier protecting nails from
possible color staining or uneven
color.

California Mango® Top Coat Color
Sealer when applied on top of
nail color provides high shine,
brighter color and protection
from chipping, fading and nail
wear. Use weekly to refresh color,
durability and shine.
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One small drop of California
Mango® Nail Dry Drops dries
polished nails in less than 1
minute. Works with nail lacquer
and enamel nail polish.

A special blend of Mango Seed Butter,
Vitamin E, Safflower, Aloe Vera,
Sunflower, Jojoba and Grape Seed Oil
hydrate the nail bed relieving dry,
rough cuticles when used daily. Easily
absorbs to condition and soften skin;
while soothing and rejuvenating your
cuticles and surrounding areas.
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Shea Butter and Mango Extracts will hydrate and
nourish your hands and body locking in moisture
and vitamins. Helps to promote smooth and healthy
looking skin when applied as needed.
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Formulated for all hair types it cleanses,
restores moisture & builds inner hair
strength with Quinoa, Pro-Vitamin B3 &
B5. Mild enough for daily use on color
treated and chemically altered hair.
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Improves elasticity and strengthen with
Quinoa, Pro-Vitamin B3 & B5 while
Coconut Oil and Shea Butter deep
conditions quickly and rinses easily for
frizz control and smoothness. Color-safe
& no harsh conditioning agents.

Mango Masque is a light and creamy
clay-based hand & body treatment
masque that absorbs oils and lifts out
dirt and impurities to reveal soft,
supple skin. Reveal the skin you have
always been waiting for.

Energize your skin from head to toe
with this pH balanced daily mist of
moisture and hydration. Fruit Extracts
instantly condition your skin with
antioxidants and is formulated to be
used alone or spray over lotions to
reactivate.
USE AFTER SUN OR WIND EXPOSURE.

